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Abstract

Enhancing or upgrading the existing algorithms needs big efforts to implement the existing one and after to on the problem or the limitation in these algorithms. As such, we need to enhance or upgrade this algorithm or its step to be efficient. Many updating revised algorithms for string matching have been done in many areas. All the work relies on how enhance the time matching to be efficient. This work introduces a good tool to enhance the existing Boyer-Moore algorithm. On the other hand, we have designed two new algorithms for string matching called RAM1 & RAM2 and developed the existing one called "enhance_BMA". The new algorithm depends on abstraction string method in Java's tool, which helps to find great results even in the worst case of matching. Finally, most of the Object-Oriented programming concepts have been achieved in this work.

We propose in this paper new algorithm using Java tool which we called it RAM1 & RAM2. The existing Boyer-Moore has problems when the pattern length is long. This leads to increase the time complexity which causes unstably for this algorithm. On the other hand, we enhance the Boyer-Moore Algorithm (BMA) for a large given pattern in the text by using abstraction methods.
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1. INTRODUCTION

STRING matching problem scale has much attention over the years due to its importance in various computer applications such as text processing, information retrieval, computational biology and intrusion detection. All those applications require a highly efficient algorithm to find all the occurrences of a given pattern in the text [1]. String-matching algorithms is a very important subject in the huge data of text processing. They play a main role in theoretical computer science by providing the enhancement and challenge to develop these algorithms. Due to the large amount of data that save in linear files these days, we need to make the string matching algorithms efficient to search in these files, even if the processor speed and capacity of storage of computers increase regularly. String-matching algorithms look for an occurrence of a string (called a pattern) in a text.

In this paper, the pattern is referred to by \( x = x[0...m-1] \) of characters; while its length is \( m \). The text is referred by \( y = y[0...n-1] \); its length is equal to \( n \). We need to find the pattern in a given text in finite set of characters called the alphabet (A). The text matching or searching in text patterns considers the main thing in the algorithm domain. We need to search the pattern in linear file or a large text in both ways either the searching for exact pattern or closer for it in words. Though the sequential and binary search algorithms are used to find one key inside a large text or digits [1], it is not useful for our paper here. On the other hand, string matching algorithms is considered the main concepts to execute software process inside the operating system. It also has a main role in computer science to solve complex problems [2]. Finally, in this paper, we need to search for a certain pattern (group of keys and characters) in a large text or other closer pattern [3] using abstraction methods by Java tool to satisfy the efficient time.
String matching is a traditional application of partial evaluation, and obtaining the search phases of linear-time algorithms has become a standard benchmark [8, 9]. The obtained algorithms include several efforts and non-trivial ones, notably the Brute left-to-right string-matching algorithm and simplified variants of the Boyer-Moore right-to-left string-matching algorithm play a good role in time efficiently [10,11].

There are many strings matching algorithm that performs the same think by finding an occurrence of pattern n in a given text m. So, due to the huge data that occurs in these days such as files for biological DNA, marketing and data warehousing, we need to find an efficient time for searching. For example: given a text string T and a pattern string P, find the pattern inside the text. For example

T: “If student wants to take good mark, so he musts to study"
P: “take go”

It is a simple example and after applying this input to any algorithm, it will give us the result (the position where the pattern is begun) we also can calculate the time for matching P in T, but if the text is too long and the pattern is being increased, it certainly will take more time to execute. This is a problem that we need to solve. It becomes necessary to find a new algorithm or enhance the existing one.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

The concept of string matching algorithms has been used in many areas: for the text editor, Suleyman used the efficient approximate and dynamic matching of patterns using a labeling paradigm [4]. For security, Anti-virus uses string matching algorithms and plays an important role in today’s Internet communication security.

Virus scanning is usually performed on email, web and file transfer traffic flows at intranet security gateways. The performance of popular anti-virus applications relies on the pattern matching algorithms implemented in these security devices [5]. More importantly, the user query such as Google's engine search has used the string matching algorithms. Search engines are resources to assist users in information retrieval. It is inherently predicated on users searching for information from their “user information needs” that result from the interpretation of the decisional problem [6].

The huge data that are concerned with DNA sequence file has been used widely in string matching algorithms. String matching algorithms are very important in bioinformatics. The [7] adopted the Approximate String Matching in DNA Sequences, which performs better than a suffix array if the data structure can be stored entirely in the memory.

3. PROJECT OBJECTIVES

- Defining the project requirements by executing and implementing string matching algorithms such as Brute Force Algorithm, Boyer-Moore Algorithm and as standard tools for last evolution.
- Developing new algorithms as mentioned above which we have decided to call them RAM1 & RAM2 and enhancing the existing one (Boyer-Moore Algorithm).
- To evaluate our work, we need to compare the obtained results from new or enhanced algorithms with step no. 1
- Performing the OOP concepts on the proposed algorithm.
- Determining the limitations in the proposed algorithm and finally running the algorithms to record the final results.
4. DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

This study has designed two methods called RAM1, RAM2, and developed an existing BMA called "enhance BMA" by using abstraction methods in OOP environment. Both the design and the development of the algorithms are discussed in the following subsections.

4.1 DESIGN

This section is devoted to the designing of two algorithms RAM1 and RAM2.

4.1.1 RAM1 ALGORITHM

Firstly, we assume that the pattern has paired elements that need to be checked in text T to see the matcher return a true condition, in this case, we call abstraction method `substring(first_position, last_position-1)` that returns the part of the string S from the position I to position j-1 and its length same as pattern's length if the two comparisons have the same ASCII code. We called this method (building method) that compares the ASCII of the pattern with the matched ASCII (subtext) in the string. If true, it returns to the position otherwise, it calls another abstraction method that returns the first element occurrence after checked position. The abstraction method is `indexOf(first_char_in_anotherString,current_position)` The pseudo code algorithm for this Algorithm as in figure (1) below:

```java
RAM1(text, pattern) {
    // EFFECTS: If next or pattern are empty throw //EmptyStringException, otherwise check pattern is in text, //return an index where first pattern is stored, otherwise return // -1.
    n ← text length
    m ← pattern length
    if (m > n) // if true return -1
        if (m == 1) // if true return the position of m in //the text
            pamt ← rasc(pattern); // call building method that //calculate pattern ASCII
        repeat
            if (pattern.charAt(0) == text.charAt(i) &&
                pattern.charAt(1) == text.charAt(i + 1)) &&
                (rasc(text, substring(i, m + i)) == patt)) // check if the //first and second element in pattern are //the same in text if true, then check the //ASCII is the same pattern's ASCII if also //true then match
                i ← text.indexOf(pattern.charAt(0), i + 1) // otherwise //update the position in text
            until (i < n && n - i >= m)
        return -1 // not match
}

Figure 1. RAM1 algorithm pseudo code

4.1.2. RAM2 ALGORITHM

We use another abstraction method call `compareTo(Object)`, compares the string S with string P, if it returns 0 then S equal to T otherwise returns a positive number or negative. We see that this method reduces the matching time better than ASCII method that used by RAM1. The pseudo code of the RAM2 algorithm is shown in figure (2)
RAM2(text, pattern) {
    // EFFECTS: If next or pattern are empty throw // EmptyStringException, otherwise
    // check pattern is in text, // return an index where first pattern is stored, otherwise return
    // -1.
    n ← text length
    m ← pattern length
    if (m > n) // if true return -1
        if (m == 1) // if true return the position of m in
            // the text
            return -1;
    repeat
        if ((pattern.charAt(0) == text.charAt(i) &&
            pattern.charAt(1) == text.charAt(i + 1)) &&
            (text.substring(i, m + i).compareTo(pattern))) // check if the first and second element in
            // pattern are the same in text if true, then
            // check the ASCII is the same pattern's
            // ASCII if also true then match
        i ← text.indexOf(pattern.charAt(0), i + 1) // otherwise
            // update the position in text
    until (i < n & & n - i >= m)
    return -1 // not match
}

Figure 2. RAM2 algorithm pseudo code

4.2 DEVELOPMENT

This section deals with enhancing the Boyer-Moore algorithm. This algorithm uses these techniques:

• Finding P in T by checking the last elements and moving backwards through P, starting at its end. If it's ok, then the researchers will compare the contents of the pattern with a portion of the text that is equal to the pattern’s length (compared by using abstraction methods).

• When a mismatch occurs at Text.charAt(i) == x, the character in pattern "Pattern.charAt(j)" is different as "Text.charAt(i)" then apply Boyer-Moore jump techniques. This means that we remove this part from the original algorithm:

if (Pattern.charAt(j) == Text.charAt(i))
    if (j == 0)
        return i; match
    else { // looking-glass technique
        i--;
        j--;
        and added this part :
            if (pattern.charAt(j) == text.charAt(i) & &
                text.substring(k, i + 1).compareTo(pattern) == 0)
        }

This code shows that using two abstraction methods substring (first_position, last_position-1) and compare to (another_string). The first one returns the part of the string S starting from the position i to position j-1 and the second compares the string S with string P if this method returns zero that means pattern's elements are the same subtext's elements. The enhanced Boyer-Moore algorithm is effective when the
pattern's length is long because it reduces the number the time of test by compare just one at a time.

5. Validation and Evaluation

The user interface consists of two main interfaces. The first one shows many strings matching algorithm options that used in this work as an initial step for our evaluation work, which including two TextBox fields. These fields allow to input the text and the pattern to find time complexity and location for the first element. This position shows the matched position for the pattern in a given text.

The second interface shows the figure that contains the time result for these algorithms. The length of different patterns has been used to be searched in a given text such as (pattern with length = 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50 and so on) with a given text length with 100 characters as an example. Figure (3, 4 and 5) shows this one.

![Figure 3. Entrance interface](image1)

![Figure 4. Algorithms Interfaces](image2)

![Figure 5. Compare Time Interface](image3)

If you choose testing bottom, the second interface appears to have many search methods and many fields. Firstly, we enter the text that we need to search on it. Secondly, we enter the pattern that we want to search it in text and we enter two search methods. This work has five string methods. that two of them such as Brute and Boyer_Moore, and two new methods are designed as RAM1 and RAM2. The last one is the enhancing of Boyer_Moore. In the same time, the result shows in textBox field that returns the location for matching and -1 for mismatch. Execution time will be shown in the second textbox which called time complexity (This time represents the amount of time that this method needs to search). By repeating the attempts, we can get many different time complexities. As an example, the figures (6, 7) show the different execution time between Brute method and RAM1 methods as shown below:

Text= i will i for will sell defill bagnrl dorhll
Pattern= dorhll

By running two algorithms, we got execution time for 5.634098E-4 for Brute method and 4.2778882E-4 for the proposed method RAM1. So, the last one is better than brute by 1.36E-04.

![Figure 6. Brute Time Complexity](image4)

![Figure 7. RAM1 Time Complexity](image5)

The important thing to show here is that the time for the implementation in term of 1000 times. Another execution will be specified for another method (RAM2) for the
same text and pattern. We got execution time 2.97055E- for this method. Therefore, the last one is better than RAM1 & Brute methods. See figures (7 and 8).

Another good example that we used here, is the execution time between the existing method of Boyer-Moore and the proposed one that we enhance it Boyer-Moore (Enhance). Let us take the following example.

Text= aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Pattern= baaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

When we select Boyer-Moore method, the executed time appears is 0.0047010374, and when we select Boyer-Moore (Enhance) method the execution time is 0.0024318534. So we got the result that the difference between two methods is 2.27E-03. This is amazing work because the last one is better than the existing algorithm. See figures (9 and 10).

Comparing results can be obtained by pressing the compare button. The comparing interface will appear. Entering two algorithms as an example between Boyer-Moore and Boyer-Moore (Enhance) methods or RAM2 and Brute methods. The obtained results will be shown for 10 time complexity by using 10 input pattern's length. See the figure (11) below.

Before evaluating our work, we need to explain the meaning of time complexity. Time complexity means that the algorithm takes more than one case (best, average and worst case), will focus on the worst case if the algorithm vibrates in many cases because it contains many complexities can also get rid of the difficulties in cases where the selected transactions (Properties example) are not appropriate or sufficient alone to determine the time adjusted. The three cases can be described as below:

- First: The Best Case, the lowest time needed to implement the algorithm (in our work when the pattern is at the beginning of the text).
• Second: The worst case is the maximum time needed to implement the algorithm (in our work when the pattern is non-existent).
• Third: The average case, its the medium time to implement the algorithm when the algorithm is not the best or worst case (in our work when the pattern be anywhere between the beginning or end of text).

Tables below show us the time complexity between all methods that our work implemented. Table (1) shows the best case for all methods. Table (2) shows the average case, and Table(3) shows the worst case as in below.

Table (1): Best Case for String Matching Algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>size</th>
<th>Brute</th>
<th>RMA1</th>
<th>RMA2</th>
<th>Boyer-Moore</th>
<th>Boyer-Moore (Enhance)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.75E-05</td>
<td>1.70E-04</td>
<td>1.25E-04</td>
<td>1.15E-03</td>
<td>6.07E-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.15E-04</td>
<td>2.65E-04</td>
<td>1.19E-04</td>
<td>1.14E-03</td>
<td>6.08E-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.40E-04</td>
<td>2.60E-04</td>
<td>1.10E-04</td>
<td>1.10E-03</td>
<td>5.94E-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.85E-04</td>
<td>4.15E-04</td>
<td>1.40E-04</td>
<td>1.25E-03</td>
<td>6.71E-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>2.10E-04</td>
<td>5.60E-04</td>
<td>1.65E-04</td>
<td>0.00194411</td>
<td>6.71E-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.45E-04</td>
<td>6.70E-04</td>
<td>1.75E-04</td>
<td>0.00313226</td>
<td>7.15E-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>2.75E-04</td>
<td>7.80E-04</td>
<td>1.85E-04</td>
<td>0.00415613</td>
<td>7.65E-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>3.15E-04</td>
<td>8.90E-04</td>
<td>1.95E-04</td>
<td>0.00475505</td>
<td>8.15E-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>3.45E-04</td>
<td>9.70E-04</td>
<td>2.15E-04</td>
<td>0.00518585</td>
<td>8.65E-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>3.90E-04</td>
<td>1.00E+00</td>
<td>2.35E-04</td>
<td>0.00577409</td>
<td>9.25E-04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table (2): Average Case for String Matching Algorithm

Table (3): Worst Case for String Matching Algorithm

The evolution step is shown clearly in the following charts. It is a good tool to recognize that by the abstraction, we got efficient results. See the figure (12) below:

Figure12. Boyer-Moore Execution Time Chart
In original Boyer-Moore, when the pattern's length reduces, the time will be increased. But this situation is inversed in Boyer-Moore Enhanced. When the pattern's length reduces, the time will be decreased. Finally, Boyer-Moore Enhanced achieves what is the purpose from this work.

Figure 13. Boyer-Moore Execution (Enhance) Time Chart

6. CONCLUSION

This work has added a good contribution for enhancing the string matching algorithm. This contribution has been done by using abstraction method in Java which is considered as a very helpful language in such algorithms. We got good results for the new RAM1 & RAM2 and enhance_BMA that is developed from the BM original in this work. But, the amazement of obtained results has been found by enhancing the Boyer-Moore algorithm using these abstraction methods such as "charAt", "substring", "compareTo" and "indexOf". Finally, we evaluated our results according to the existing algorithms using different pattern’s length as shown in tables above and this step is done by executing two existing algorithms such as Boyer-Moore and brute. Our conclusion can be summarized in the following steps:

- Enhancing the existing string matching algorithms by using abstraction methods and to reduce execution time when pattern’s pattern's length is long (enhanced Boyer-Moore algorithm).
- Reducing execution time in a given small alphabetic by using two new algorithms (RAM1, RAM2).
- These algorithms provide more stability for string matching algorithms by using abstraction methods.
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